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COURSE INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the exciting world of Artificial Intelligence!

This Product Introduction Training Workbook will introduce you to the 4404

Artificial Intelligence System and your role in its sales process.

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

The sales effort surrounding the 4404 will be highly targeted and driven by the

four Artificial Intelligence Sales Specialists . One of these Sales Specialists will

be based in each Regional Support Center . Your role in the sales process will be

to respond to initial customer inquiries , pre-qualify these contacts , and pass

them on to your local 4404 Sales Specialist.

Until you are notified that your Regional Support Center is staffed with a 4404

AI Sales Specialist , please use the following procedure:

3.

4.

1. Respond to any incoming customer inquiries.

2. If you believe a serious sales opportunity exists for the 4404 AI System , get

the necessary information from the customer for an appropriate follow up.

Phone the AIM Response Line at (503) 685-4404 (in Wilsonville ) with this

information , as soon as possible.

The AIM (Artificial Intelligence Machines) Marketing Group will fill

customer literature needs immediately . Customers requiring further sales

activity will be contacted by an identified 4404 Sales Specialist .

This process will allow us to quickly and professionally respond to customer

needs. All Regional Support Centers should be staffed with an AI Specialist by

the end of August . This number will be taken out of service August 31 , 1984 .
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The method of training used in this workbook is a self- study program , divided

into sections that can be worked on separately.

The workbook has been designed to :

Provide you with an overview of Artificial Intelligence and its potential

uses .

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

Prepare you to respond to customer inquiries following introduction .

Prepare you to pre-qualify potential customers for the 4404 .

Provide an understanding of the relative positioning of the 4404 System

with respect to ECS and IDG products .

Minimize the time required for learning .

Provide accurate FY 500 reference material .

Total time required for the workbook should be no more than two hours.
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WHAT PEGASUS IS

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

A. The Tektronix 4404 Artificial Intelligence System (Pegasus ) represents

Tektronix' initial entry into the emerging AI market . It is a personal

application development system narrowly targeted at supporting artificial

intelligence researchers and computer science innovators . These people will

be found in major government research centers , large university Al research

labs , and industrial research facilities.

Artificial Intelligence R&D is a software intensive activity characterized by

the need to rapidly prototype complex software systems . The exploratory

programming environment included in the 4404 is optimized for this type of

activity .

B. A second major market will develop over the next one to two years . The

4404 will be used by OEM's to develop and deliver application programs,

based on AI technology , to their customer bases.

+
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A. Some history
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THE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) FIELD

Artificial Intelligence (AI) , as a unique discipline , was born in 1956 , when

the first official gathering of AI researchers occurred . In the intervening

years , the work has remained largely a research activity , with most of the

money spent for Al products coming from government and university

laboratories . Whenever anything useful did come out of the AI laboratories ,

it was given some commercial name (e.g. , time-sharing , pattern recognition,

natural language interface) , and was no longer considered to be "AI" .

Thus , the answer to the question , "What is artificial intelligence? " is not

clear. There is a mystical quality about the concept of AI. Does the

computer system " think"?

In 1950 , Alan Turing , a British mathematician , proposed a procedure for

answering that question , now known as the "Turing Test ." As one of the

pioneer believers in the ultimate ability of computers to think , he suggested

a test in which a human being had to decide if he was communicating with

another human being , or with a computer . Turing would have the testing

human put questions (by keyboard input ) to two respondents one being

another human being , the other being the computer under test . If the

questioning human was unable to unmask and determine the identity of the

computer by the responses he received from each , Turing proposed that the

computer should then be considered intelligent , and capable of human-like

thought processes.

Whether or not clear definitions of AI are developed , AI is poised on the

threshold of becoming an industry with high potential for rapid and

profitable growth. It is attracting the attention of the venture capital

community , large corporations , and groups in the federal government which

are concerned about our competitive future against Japan's planned Fifth

Generation Computer Project.

6
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B. Current areas of interest

Research and development in the study of how machines can be made to

exhibit intelligent , reasoning behavior are concentrated in the following

areas :

1 .
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Expert systems (also known as knowledge based systems)

Natural languages

Intelligent robotics

Vision systems

Automatic programming

Theorem proving

Expert systems are problem solving programs that use human-like

reasoning techniques rather than algorithms . AI systems can emulate

experts , such as doctors , chemists , and computer equipment

diagnosticians. Such experts are paid high salaries for reading and

interpreting electrocardiagrams or diagnosing equipment faults because

they are thinking and reasoning , using knowledge that they have

diligently acquired over time .

The most difficult task required to develop an expert AI system is

getting the knowledge from the expert and representing it in a

computer program . The art of creating a computer program that uses

the expert knowledge acquired is a task that can be done by a computer

science graduate student .

2. Natural language research is directed at allowing normal language

communication with computers . Some examples are:

a. Natural language interface to operating systems (an early example

is the 'help' facility).

Natural language front ends to data bases.

Machine aided translation programs.

b.

C.

7
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3.

4.

5.

6.

d . Grammar checkers and critics .

e. Natural language front ends for expert systems .

Current work in intelligent robotics is directed at creating robots which

can perform complicated tasks and learn from their surrounding

environment . Object avoidance and motion planning techniques are

being developed that will allow robots to operate in unpredictable

environments . Error recovery is also important . If a robot drops a part

it is manipulating , it should not go through the rest of its moves as if

the part had not been dropped .

Vision system research is concentrated on image processing , pattern

recognition and other activities targeted at allowing machines to "see" .

a.
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b.

In image processing , a system processes a picture , without any

knowledge about the picture , in order to improve signal-to-noise

ratio or contrast .

In pattern recognition , a system tries to build an internal

representation of the image and tries to understand what objects

are in the image and how they are related .

Automatic programming allows AI based software to write other

computer programs .

Theorem proving deals with high level , symbolic mathematics research .

For example , the AI program MACSYMA has been used to prove all the

theorems in a major mathematical work "Principia Mathematica . "

C. Market Potential

The overall market for Artificial Intelligence is expected to grow from $75

million in 1984 to $2.5 billion in hardware sales by the early 1990's.

Additional Al-based software sales are expected to grow to $ 6 billion in the

same time period .

8
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1 .

2.

Physically the 4404 looks like a 4105 graphics terminal. The similarity ends

there.

3.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

5.
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The 4404 contains the Smalltalk - 80 * programming environment . The CPU

is a 32 bit Motorola 68010 with separate floating point accelerator and 1 MB

of RAM standard .

The screen is a 13 " , 60Hz , monochrome , bitmapped graphics display with

640 X 480 resolution . It functions as a window into a 1024 X 1024 bit-map

memory supported by real-time hardware panning over the larger address

space , using the joydisk or the standard mouse .

The standard 4404 also includes an external unit containing a 20 MB hard

disk with SCSI interface and a single 320KB flexible disk , a Centronics-style

parallel interface , an RS-232 interface which supports operations to 9600

baud , ANSI 3.64 terminal emulation , and a 3-button mouse for user input.

4. Optional hardware includes an Ethernet interface (compatible with ECS), an

additional 1 MB of memory , and a combination 40 MB hard disk with a

streaming tape for backup.

The 4404's operating system is a Unix- like system supporting virtual memory

operation (8 MB virtual address space) , multitasking , a hierarchical file

structure , and "pipes" . The Smalltalk-80 Programming Environment is

standard and the proprietary , highly optimized 4404 version executes at

speeds only exceeded by systems costing over $ 100 K.

Smalltalk-80 is a trademark of Xerox Corporation.

10
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6. Optional software includes LISP (Franz LISP ) , very popular in the U.S. , and

Prolog, used mainly in Europe and Japan . The 4404 Artificial Intelligence

System is the only AI development system to support Smalltalk-80, LISP

(Franz LISP) , and Prolog with the same system .

7. A separate section , at the end of the workbook , gives a more detailed

description of each of these languages.

11
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PRODUCT POSITIONING

A. Competitive Positioning

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

The 4404 is strategically positioned as a vertical thrust into the emerging,

high growth AI research , development, and delivery systems market . The

4404 will hold a low price/medium performance position in the market when

it is introduced . It will provide an unmatched value.

The 4404 will be positioned as a high-value personal programming tool for AI

scientists and programmers , and as a cost effective delivery system for Al

based applications .

More detailed competitive information can be found in the next section .

B. Positioning Relative to IDG/ECS

The 4404 is an application development tool narrowly targeted at the AI

research , development and application system market . It is not a general

purpose engineering workstation, nor is it a general purpose intelligent

graphics terminal. The 4404 represents Tektronix entry into a newly

emerging high growth vertical market . There is no significant overlap in the

market addressed by the various other product lines offered by Tek.

The 4404 will be differentiated from IDG products by its market focus and

lack of Plot 10 , 4100 Series , and 4050 Series compatibility . While bitmapped

graphics are important in the AI market , they are secondary to the Al

oriented programming tools provided.

Market focus and AI programming environments will provide significant

differentiation from the ECS product line . In particular , the 4404 will not

support languages required by the computer-aided design market . Instead,

selection of languages and system software is driven by the focus on the

artificial intelligence market. In the future it may be possible to use

13
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powerful ECS computer engines as another level of performance for AI

applications or research groups which need more computing power than is

provided by the 4404 .

14
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A. Current Competition

B. Future Competition

COMPETITION

Initially, competition will come from three companies : Xerox, Symbolics,

and Lisp Machines , Inc. A summary of product features is attached on Table

1. The 4404 will displace a significant number of Xerox 1100's and 1108's

and a lesser number of Symbolics 3600's and LMI Lambda's . The 4404 will be

found in conjunction with the higher-performance/higher-price Symbolics

and LMI products , especially in situations where it is desirable to provide a

number of people with access to AI programming environments . The 4404

provides the first cost effective mechanism for doing this . Some

competition will also come from vendors such as Sun , Apollo , and others

with microprocessor based systems , running AI programming languages.

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

Future competition is expected from companies such as Hewlett Packard,

TI, and perhaps DEC. HP has attained the rights to a language called

Portable Standard LISP (PSL) and is rumored to be putting it onto a model

9836 workstation . PSL is regarded as a faster but less complete , less

standard implementation of a LISP language than Franz LISP.

C. Differential Advantages

Other workstation vendors may also be expected to offer LISP type

languages. Typically these companies will not focus on the AI market and

will therfore offer only a minor threat .

The Tektronix 4404 has a number of differential advantages which will allow

it to establish a strong position in the AI market. Foremost of these

advantages is our price/performance. Our overall general performance is

roughly equivalent to the Xerox 1100 ($45,000 .) . However , the 4404 with its

16
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proprietary , high-speed Smalltalk implementation technology runs Smalltalk

better than twice as fast as the Xerox unit , and costs less than one-half as

much. Our ability to offer such powerful performance at such a low price is

based on many factors . Most significant is use of the Unicorn (4100 Series)

Manufacturing Technology , which takes full advantage of state-of-the-art

Japanese-style production techniques , providing highly reliable , low cost

systems.

PRODUCT
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Tektronix also has excellent access to the AI Research and Development

market . The major industrial , educational , and governmental organizations

currently funding AI programs are already Tektronix customers . Further ,

Tek has a well respected AI research group with personal contacts

throughout the market. This combination will give us immediate access to

key organizations.

Tektronix' reputation for , and ability to provide a high level of reliability,

service , and support will be another major factor in our favor . None of the

current vendors in this market enjoy a good reputation in these areas.

Our ability to offer three important languages (Smalltalk , Franz LISP , and

Prolog) will be of importance to organizations forming new AI groups. It

will allow them to inexpensively explore which language is most appropriate

for their projects . This multiple language capability will also be of interest

to companies planning or developing commercial applications based on AI

technologies. The 4404 will provide such companies the ability to choose

the language which is optimal for the task at hand.

D. Competitive Disadvantages

Although the 4404 offers a very large amount of physical and virtual

memory, some potential customers will require even more . The 4404 should

be offered to these people as a product able to do significant work locally

and , via its optional Ethernet , to access larger , more powerful host

computers when necessary.

17
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Another potential source of customer objections is the Franz LISP language

offered . Franz LISP is widely regarded as a real , useable dialect , but it does

not offer the rich programming environment found on larger , more powerful

products. Tektronix is committed to migrating toward the new LISP

standard called Common LISP , within one year of initial product shipment .

Richer programming environments will be available for Common LISP .

18



VENDOR

Tektronix,

Inc.

Xerox

Corp.

Special

Information

Systems

Division

Lisp

Machines,

Inc.

Symbolics,

Inc.

(

MODEL

4404 1108

(

Dandelion)

1100

(

Dolphin)

1132

(

Dorado) Lambda Lambda

2X22

Lambda

Plus3
Lambda
/
S

3600 3670

STD
RAM

IM IM IM 2M IM 2M 2M IM
2.3M 2.3M

MAX RAM
2M

1.5M
2M 8M 5M 10M

8M 6M
16M 34M

ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE

SYSTEMS

WORD LENGTH

(
in

Bits)

32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 36 36

TABLE

1.1

VIRTUAL MEMORY

(
in

bytes)

8M 16M
(
?)

16M
(
?)

Up

to
32M 128M 128M

(

per

user)

128M

(

per

user)

128M 1.13G 1.13G
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DISK

STORAGE

Choice

20M

standard,

40M

Optional

Choice

of

10M-,

29M

or

42M
-

byte

Modules

29M
-

byte
Modules

80M
-

byte
Modules

Choice

of

169M-

or

470M
-

byte

Modules

470M
-

byte

Modules

470M
-

byte

Modules

169M
-

byte

Modules

470M
-

byte

Modules
C

LANGUAGE
SUPPORT

Smalltalk, Franzlisp,

(

optional)

Prolog,

(

optional) Interlisp-
D

Interlisp-
D,

Smalltalk-

80

(

optional) Interlisp-
D

Smalltalk-

80

Zetalisp-

Plus

Lisp,

Interlisp

Fortran
-
77,
C,

Pascal,

Flavors

DISPLAY

1024
X

1024

Display

Address,

640
X

480

visible

w
/

Hardware

pan

1024
X

808

bit

map

1024

by

800

bit

map

1,100

by

800

bit

map

POINTING
DEVICE

Mouse Mouse Mouse Mouse

PR

CE

$

14,950

$

30,000

$

45,000

$

120,000

$

76,500

$

55,000

(

per

user)

$

101,000

$

66,500

$

85,000

$

84,500 (
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A. Sales Strategy

The 4404 Artificial Intelligence System requires a highly focused sales

effort . This will be provided in the U.S. by a small team of sales specialists.

based in the new Regional Support Centers . Initially , this team will include

one Sales Engineer assigned to each of the four RSC's.

SALES & SUPPORT

The general sales force will answer basic customer inquiries . They will pass

qualified opportunities on to the 4404 Specialists as quickly as possible.

B. Technical Support Strategy

Primary technical support for the 4404 will be provided by two highly

trained specialists . These specialists will be RSC based , one on the East

Coast, one on the West . These specialists will provide pre- and post-sales.

support to both the Sales Specialists and customers.

1 .

The general technical support group will assist with first level technical

questions and will pass more complicated inquiries on to the RSC based

technical specialists as quickly as possible.

Three levels of questions may be asked:

Questions which the Systems Analyst can answer immediately . For

example , "Do you have Lisp?"

2.

PRODUCT
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3.

Questions which the Systems Analyst can answer after consultation

with the technical specialist . For example , "What protocols does your

LAN support?"

Questions which require interaction between the customer and the

technical specialist . For example , "What configuration of AI languages

do I need? "

In addition , the 4404 Product Support group in Wilsonville will provide a

higher than normal level of support to the Technical Specialists.

21
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A. Introduction

The 4404 will be formally announced at the American Association for

Artificial Intelligence Conference in Austin , Texas . The conference will be

held from August 6-10 , 1984 on the University of Texas campus.

INTRODUCTION, ADVERTISING & PUBLICITY

The AAAI Conference will allow us to reach a highly focused and

concentrated group of 2000-3000 of the top AI people in the world . In

addition to having a booth on the exhibit floor , Tektronix research personnel

will present technical papers , and a technical suite will be available for

potential customers.

B. Advertising & Publicity

1.

2.

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

Public Relations

A news release is being prepared for distribution to key publications for

use coinciding with announcement in August. Media people will be

encouraged to visit our technical suite at the AAAI Conference .

Coverage will be targeted toward publications important to the AI

community. Due to the high level of interest in AI we also anticipate

some coverage in more general purpose media.

Direct Mail

A highly focused Direct Mail Program is being developed for post

introduction implementation. This program will be targeted at

members of the AAAI and others involved in AI research and

development.

23
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3. Technical Seminar Development

4.

A major sales tool in the form of a Technical Sales Seminar is being

prepared for use after introduction . The seminar will have two general uses:

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

It will be promoted and held in geographic areas with major

concentrations of AI research and development (i.e. Boston , Washington

D.C., Austin, San Francisco, LA, etc.).

It will be used at major potential customer locations .

The seminar will generally be conducted by the 4404 Sales and Technical

Support Specialists , backed up by appropriate factory people.

Literature Development

Several pieces of literature are being developed to support 4404 sales

activities. A product brochure describing features, benefits , and price

performance advantages will be available. Also, data sheets are being

developed on the 4404 , Smalltalk, LISP , and Prolog.

24
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B.

Immediate potential customers include organizations with existing AI research

groups, consortiums pursuing 5th generation computer development ,

organizations starting new AI groups (especially those advertising for AI people),

and a number of AI related startup companies . Examples include:

WHERE TO FIND CUSTOMERS

A. Projects/Consortiums

MCC - Austin, TX

The Alvey Programme - UK

ESPRIT - European Economic Community - Paris

Bull/ICL/Siemens - Germany

Japanese 5th Generation Project.

Industrial AI R &D

Atari

Battelle

Boeing

FMC

Fairchild

GTE

General Electric

Gould

Harris

C. Government AI R& D

CIA

DIA

DOD

DOE

JPL

IBM

IT&T

Lockheed

Martin Marietta

RCA

PRODUCT
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Schlumberger

Standard Oil

TRW

etc., etc.

LLL

NASA

NBS

NRL

NSA

etc., etc.

26
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D. Educational AI Groups

UC Berkeley

E.

Carnegie Mellon

MIT

Rutgers

Al-based Startups

Artificial Intelligence Corp.

Computer* Thought

Cognitive Systems

Inference Corp.

Intellicorp

International Thinking Machines

Teknowledge

etc., etc.

27
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Stanford

University of Texas

University of Washington

Yale

etc., etc.
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THE MAJOR AI LANGUAGES

The 4404 provides programming environments for computer languages

appropriate to the AI community . Initially , these will include:

Smalltalk-80 Programming Environment (standard)

LISP (optional)

Prolog (optional)

The Smalltalk Programming Environment combines an object-oriented

programming language with the most advanced user interface available .

Pioneered at Xerox PARC, Smalltalk permits exploratory programming through

rapid prototyping and experimentation . The user can design and implement with

Smalltalk simultaneously , allowing an interactive approach to solving complex

problems.

Both LISP and Prolog are symbolic manipulation languages and can handle a type

of logic known as " predicate calculus ." However , each language has a vastly

different orientation . LISP programs are collections of independent procedures

called functions . Prolog is based on logic with certain built-in theorem proving

mechanisms.

29
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A. Smalltalk-80

The Smalltalk-80 system is a powerful system that supports an integrated

environment. The term "environment" is used to refer to everything in a

computer system that a user can directly access and utilize in a unified and

coordinated manner . In an integrated environment , a user can interweave

activities without losing accumulated information and without giving up

capabilities.

In the Smalltalk-80 system , this environment includes the following

components:

an interpreter

a debugger

a storage management system

text and picture editors

a file system

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

a highly interactive user interface, based on graphics , that includes

overlapping windows

The components are accessible from any program , as well as by direct user

interaction.

The Smalltalk-80 language is an object-oriented language. Object-oriented

programming languages involve a different method of handling programs and

data, compared to other programming languages . In any language , programs

have two components:

1. A procedural one that operates on data

2. The data that the procedural component operates on.

In conventional programming , the procedures (or operations) are considered

primary and the data (or objects ) are secondary.

30
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In object-oriented programming the reverse is true . An object is an entity

representing a collection of information and a description of how it can be

manipulated . To accomplish a task, messages are sent between objects

resulting in information being returned or operations being performed.

Messages describe what the programmer wants to happen , not HOW it should

happen . The implementation of an operation is hidden within the definition

of each specific object . The "same" message to two different objects will

not necessarily invoke the same response .

For example , the operation "+" is defined differently for integers , fractions,

and vectors. But the same message "+" can be sent to each type of object.

The sender need not ( in fact , does not ) know how the object performs the

operation, only that it can do so.

In the Smalltalk-80 language , objects also can inherit information or

attributes from other objects . For example , if we have an object called

"desk" and two instances of a desk , desk1 and desk2 , everything true about a

desk is also true about desk1 and desk2 . Thus , it is not necessary for a

programmer to rewrite the attributes of a desk for desk1 and desk2.

However , new information can be added , describing unique features of desk1

and desk2, e.g. desk1 is made of wood , while desk2 is made of steel.

Although Smalltalk can be used for many different applications , it excels at

exploratory software development on a personal computer with a high

resolution display , a keyboard , a pointing device such as a mouse or graphics

tablet , and a high -performance disk drive.

In AI program design and development , the problems to be solved are

inherently ill-defined and not clearly understood . The problem may be to

produce prototype workstations for physicians , lawyers or oil well drillers.

In these applications , knowledgeable people have strong but poorly

formulated ideas about what they want . Therefore , in exploratory

development, prototypes need to be created and tested rapidly and easily

changed without costly repercussions.
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The Smalltalk-80 Programming Environment incorporates software packages

that provide:

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

output to the user through multiple overlapping windows

input from a keyboard , a pointing device, and menus

uniform treatment of textual , graphical , symbolic , and numeric

information

easy to use graphics interface with pop-up menus

These interactive facilities are utilized heavily by the built- in programming

aids and are available to all user-written applications.

Smalltalk excels in exploratory software development because:

The language is more concise than most , so less time is spent at the

keyboard.

The text editor is simple , modeless , and requires a minimum of

keystrokes.

The user can move among programming , translating. testing , and

debugging activities with the push of a button.

Any desired information about the program or itsits execution is

accessible in seconds with minimal effort.

The compiler can translate and relink a single change into the

environment in a few seconds.

● An object can be progressively defined and used without all of its

requirements being satisfied.
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Operations being performed can be isolated within individual objects so

users can interactively experiment, without major system

repercussions.

By combining these capabilities , users can create and test prototypes

quickly. Large , complex applications can thus be developed in a much

shorter time than in conventional programming languages.
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B. LISP

It was

LISP , which stands for LISt Processing , is the most widely used programming

language in the AI community , especially in the United States.

invented over 20 years ago by John McCarthy . Unlike languages such as

FORTRAN , which were designed for numerical calculations (e.g. payroll,

finances , mechanical engineering) , LISP is especially good at manipulating

symbolic expressions or lists .

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

Symbol manipulation in computers is like working with words and sentences

in English . Groups of characters can represent a word , groups of words can

represent a sentence , groups of sentences can represent paragraphs. By

more and more grouping , eventually larger structures such as sections,

chapters , books , and encyclopedias are possible.

In LISP similar grouping notions are at work. The fundamental things are

word- like objects called atoms. Groups of atoms form lists. Lists

themselves can be grouped together to form higher-level lists. Atoms and

lists collectively are called symbolic expressions or s-expressions . Working

with them is what symbolic manipulation (sometimes called list processing)

using LISP is about . In particular , LISP programs and data are constructed

out of s-expressions.

Key points that differentiate LISP from traditional programming languages

are

1 .

S-expressions are the basic programming units in LISP

LISP uses the "prefix" notation to express functions

Lists in LISP are independent functions that state an action or purpose.

As noted earlier , an S-expression may be an atom such as H , 4 , PLUS ,

or EYECOLOR. Or , it may be a list of atomic symbols , (or other S

expressions). A list is enclosed in parentheses and we speak of its

elements.
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2.

3.
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Thus (H 4 PLUS EYECOLOR) is a list containing as its elements the

four atoms listed above. It is also an s-expression . Similarly the list

(H 4 (PLUS EYECOLOR)) contains three elements , the atoms H and 4,

and another list (PLUS EYECOLOR).

In prefix notation, functions such as PLUS are written first , followed by

the arguments (such as the numbers to be added) from left to right . An

example of prefix notation is (PLUS 4 3) . In contrast , algebra uses

"infix" notation , such as 4 plus 3, where the function is located between

the arguments . This prefix notation provides uniformity because the

function name is always the first atom in a list , no matter how many

arguments are involved .

LISP provides a variety of functions intended primarily for manipulation

of lists. The result of such list functions can be another list , an item in

a list , a true or false value representing the evaluation of an expression ,

or a mathematical value (number ) . LISP functions can be combined by

the user to create new , more powerful functions.

Because LISP programs are composed of independent functions , LISP

functions are evaluated independently as soon as a function is entered .

This fact makes LISP a highly interactive language which gives fast

answers - necessary features for the exploratory programming and rapid

prototyping capabilities needed to develop AI programs.

Further, symbolic expressions used in conjunction with a small number

of LISP operators and the LISP features mentioned above , allow the

writing of very compact LISP programs to perform evaluation and

processing which is either impractical or impossible in a conventional

language.
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Some of the AI areas in which LISP has been used are

Expert systems

Research on representing knowledge

Natural language interfaces

Symbolic mathematics . The MACSYMA system mentioned earlier is a

giant set of programs for applied mathematicians and is written in

LISP .

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

Unlike many other languages , there is no such thing as standard LISP.

Rather , LISP has evolved in a number of different directions. This has

resulted in a whole family of LISP languages . Among the most widely used

dialects of LISP today are MacLISP , a version of LISP developed at MIT , and

InterLISP, developed at Bolt , Beranek and Newman and Xerox Palo Alto

Research Center . Versions of these dialects currently run on various special

purpose LISP machines . There is work today on a version of LISP called

Common LISP that would try to set a more uniform standard for LISP

programs. But no single , uniform interpretation of LISP has yet been

embraced by the LISP community.

Our particular dialect of LISP , called Franz LISP , is probably closest to

MacLISP in appearance. Franz was developed at the University of

California at Berkeley and is available under Berkeley UNIX * . It is the

dialect which runs on VAX's under both UNIX and VMS . Since many AI

researchers use VAX's , Franz LISP is the dialect of LISP chosen to run on

the 4404.

Tektronix will migrate to Common LISP within one year of product

shipment .

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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C. Prolog

Prolog, which stands for "programming in logic ," is a logic-based computer

programming language that can be used for solving problems that involve

objects and the relationships between objects . It is widely used in Europe

for AI applications and has been chosen by the Japanese as the language for

their 5th generation computer project .

As an example , the statement "Bill earns $30,000" declares that a

relationship with "earn" exists between one object "Bill" and another object

"$30,000". Furthermore , the relationship has a specific order : Bill earns

$30,000, but $30,000 doesn't earn Bill ! When we ask the question , "Does Bill

earn $30,000?" , we are trying to find out about a relationship.

Computer programming in Prolog consists of:

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

declaring some facts about objects and their relationships

defining rules about objects and their relationships

asking questions about objects and their relationships

The facts and rules are stored in a relational database . These elements , plus

certain built-in theorem proving mechanisms, allow answering the questions.

Consider a simple Prolog database containing four typical Prolog declarative

statements (with their English equivalents):

salesperson( bill).

volunteer( lulu).

works_in( bill , new york).

earns( bill , 30000).

37

"Bill is a salesperson . "

"Lulu is a volunteer . "

"Bill works in New York."

"Bill earns $30,000."

and one typical rule which involves a symbol "X":

(earns( X , ) : - volunteer( X).

which says that "X (an arbitrary person ) earns $0.00 if X is a volunteer . "
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A question based on this database:

?- salesperson( X) , works in( X ,new york),

earns( X , Salary) , Salary > 15000.

asks , "Who are the salespeople in New York who earn more than $ 15,000?".

Note that implicit in this question is a procedure that directs the computer

to pick a salesperson , find out whether he or she works in New York, check

his or her salary , and determine if that salary is greater than $ 15,000.

Prolog would answer "X=bill" .

The question

?- earns( X , ) .

meaning "Who earns $0.00? " returns the answer

X = lulu

PRODUCT

INTRODUCTION

without a programmer or even a sophisticated end user , having to write a

program to determine the answer , because of the rule incorporated in our

example database.

Since its beginning in France around 1970 , Prolog has been chosen for

applications of this type of symbolic computation (as opposed to numeric

computation), including

relational databases

mathematical logic

biochemical structure analysis

architectural design

natural language

Prolog has great potential in many areas of AI because of its unique benefits

It is easily readable

It provides relational database and query capabilities
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A programmer can directly express natural language grammars in

Prolog

It lends itself to parallel processing

As we saw in our sample database , it is easy to read Prolog statements

declaratively, as English statements about what is true in the world.

The same Prolog statements can also be read procedurally, as an algorithm

to solve a problem . Unlike conventional databases which store only

conventional data , Prolog databases may also contain rules . The

combination of rules and data in a database often eliminates the need to

write query programs.

Because the Prolog syntax allows the rules of a natural language grammar to

be directly expressed as Prolog statement , Prolog is suitable for writing

natural language front ends for databases . A Prolog processor automatically

parses the English sentence and applies the appropriate rules in order to

represent the meaning of the sentence. In any other language , LISP

included, it is necessary to build some special purpose system , including data

structures to represent the rules of the language , parser , and analyzer to do

the same natural language task that Prolog does automatically.

Because Prolog lends itself to parallel processing , it has been chosen by the

Japanese as the language for their 5th generation "super"-computer project.

Conventional computers process instructions sequentially. In parallel

processing , many instructions could be executed simultaneously , thus greatly

speeding up a computational process.

There are two closely related limitations in current versions of Prolog.

Prolog is limited to a single control mechanism, called "backtracking"

The problem-solving mechanisms in Prolog have no easy way to

determine the best facts or rules to select or the most likely paths to

pursue .
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To find an answer to a question , Prolog selects the first rule it encounters in

the database which may lead to a solution. In the question about the

salesman in New York who earns more than $ 15,000, Prolog looks for a

salesperson , checks if that salesperson works in New York , finds out what

the salary is and checks if the salary is greater than $ 15,000. If at any point

the fact or rule selected does not lead to a solution , Prolog backtracks to

some decision point and selects another fact or rule . Ultimately , control

backtracks to select rules and facts that lead to a solution . However , if the

database is large , the search space can be very large and result in an

exponentially large computation.

Prolog programmers can alleviate these problems by writing queries so that

goals with the least number of solutions appear before those with more

solutions. For example , to find out "who in a large company are

salespeople, earn greater than $ 10,000 and work in a small branch in

London ," first find the salespeople in London and then determine their

salaries.
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